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Site Visit Overview
Date of Visit:

07/26/2017
Weather and ground conditions at time of visit:

Sunny
Mass Audubon staff present:

Nick Rossi
Were there any other parties present at the visit?

No
Did you observe any issues that may require follow up from Mass Audubon staff?

No major issues observed aside from some minor preexisting encroachments which are noted below.

Conditions Observed at Visit
Summarize your visit including major points walked, discussions landowner, difficulties, and overall conditions.

I parked at 110 Meadowbrook Land and asked to pass through their yard to the property.  I walked the 
boundaries starting at the northeastern boundary in a counter-clockwise direction to the south western 
corner.  From there I walked the trail network loops back to my original position at the southwestern corner.  I 
then continued walking along the boundary to my starting point.

The property appeared nearly unchanged from the initial baseline visits.  An increase in the bittersweet 
infestation along the western boundary was noted, and the boundary monumentation appeared more aged. 
Some more recent photos of encroachments and sensitive boundary locations were taken mainly for 
comparison.
Did you observe any changes to natural communities on the property (flooding, blowdowns, rare species, etc)?

The bittersweet infestation along the western boundary appears to have grown significantly since earlier visits 
(photo 2).
Did you observe any changes to infrastructure on the property (structures, new paths, etc)?

Paths and trails appeared essentially unchanged, and no other changes based on previous observations 
were seen.
Did you observed any changes to land management (forestry, excavation, invasive species control, etc)?

No changes observed based on previous observations.
Did you observe any other man-made changes (motorized vehicle use, dumping or storage of materials, etc)?

No changes observed based on previous observations.
Did you observe or learn of any activities from third parties that affect or could affect the property (public use, trespassing, etc)?

Some minor encroachments along the southern and eastern boundaries are still evident (photos 4, 6-7). Extra 
photos were also taken behind house lots with lawns or other activities that ran just up to the boundary, but 
did not appear to be encroaching (photos 3 and 8).
Describe any boundary evidence not noted during past inspections in the BDR:

Boundary evidence is essentially unchanged, but some of the markers appeared more faded since the initial 
site visits (photo 1).

Additional photos showing the pool that was excluded from the CR are shown in photos 5 and 6 (see notes in 
regular BDR on this).
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Other comments:

No other comments.
Signature of Field Staff

Nick Rossi
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Documentary Photographs
Waypoint

1
Cardinal Direction

N/A

Photo 1

At NW corner (DH in stone) close-up of drill hole showing faded stake marking monument..
Waypoint
1
Cardinal Direction

S

Photo 2

From same location.  View along western boundary (stone wall) showing bittersweet vines significantly larger than in baseline.
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Waypoint

2
Cardinal Direction

E

Photo 3

Point on southern boundary (start of stone wall). Along southern boundary (CR on left) showing platform deck on abutting property.
Waypoint

3
Cardinal Direction

W

Photo 4

From point on southern boundary (stone wall).  View of yard waste pile of mostly leaves dumped over the boundary behind 109 
Robert Road.
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Waypoint

4
Cardinal Direction

N

Photo 5

Point on eastern boundary (unmarked, iron pin marking southeastern corner just south of location). View along eastern boundary 
showing pool and fence cut out of CR.  The CR boundary is the fence roughly on the left side of the frame. CR on left.
Waypoint

5
Cardinal Direction

S

Photo 6

View along eastern boundary (pool fence).  Showing tractor and other lawn equipment stored just over the boundary line behind 46 
Meadowbrook Lane.  CR is to the right of the fence.
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Waypoint

6
Cardinal Direction

NNE

Photo 7

View along eastern boundary (iron pins at north and south ends of lawn in photo found) showing minor lawn encroachment behind 
54 Meadowbrook Lane.
Waypoint

7
Cardinal Direction

NNE

Photo 8

From point on approximate boundary (unmarked) .  View along boundary of cleared area no longer maintained running just up to 
boundary line (CR on left).
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Holliston Warren Woods Baseline Update
Photolocation and Route Map 
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Holliston Warren Woods
CR
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Source: MassGIS and Mass Audubon Files
This map is for planning purposes only.
Boundaries are approximate.  This map is not a survey. Date: 8/30/2017

By Nick Rossi
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